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June 20, 1988

Maintenance-Free Batteries Require Different
Troubleshooting Procedures
1401
Many new Cat products are now using maintenance free
batteries. These batteries require different test procedures
from conventional batteries. Since there are no vent plugs
on maintenance-free batteries, there is no way to check the
specific gravity of the electrolyte. A hydrometer cannot be
used. Instead, the voltage of the battery must be checked to
determine the state of charge.
Measure the open circuit voltage of the battery. Use a digital
volt meter such as 6V7070 Multimeter Group. Set the meter
on the 20 volt DC scale and touch the probes to the battery
terminals. If the battery voltage is 12.40 or above, the
battery is ready for use, if below 12.40 volts, it must be
recharged for satisfactory performance.

When maintenance-free batteries are deeply discharged,
they may not recharge if you just jump-start the engine. Cat
alternators produce 13.8 volts on 12 volt products and 27.5
volts on 24 volt products. But 16 volts (32 volts on 24 volt
systems) may be required for charging to begin. Recharge
with a battery charger capable of supplying 16 volts so that
the batteries will accept a charge. Once they accept charging
current, indicated by an increase in the charger ammeter
reading, the voltage must then be reduced. lt is important
not to let the charging voltage exceed 16.0 volts, especially
as the battery becomes fully charged.
The Cat maintenance-free battery used in original
equipment (3T5760) is designed and built to rigid Cat
specifications. lt can be deeply discharged, such as by
leaving the lights on over a weekend, and still be a good
serviceable battery when fully recharged. For complete
testing and charging information, refer to Special
Instruction, Form SEHS7633, "Battery Procedure."

If a maintenance-free battery is being considered for
warranty, the same voltage check must be done before
performing a load test. Maintenance-free batteries below
12.40 volts will fail a load test, but still may be good,
serviceable batteries when recharged.
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March 27, 1989

Preventive Maintenance For Batteries
1401
The battery is often overlooked in many preventive
maintenance programs. This is unfortunate because, with a
little care, battery life can be substantially extended.
Caterpillar suggests some relatively simple steps to ensure
greater reliability and longer battery life.
The most important is to make sure electrolyte levels are
checked at appropriate intervals. Standard, or conventional,
batteries should be checked every 100 hours. Electrolyte
levels should be checked in low maintenance batteries at
each 250-hour interval. No acid level check is required or
can be performed on the maintenance-free design.
If the electrolyte level is low, add only distilled water to
keep possible contaminants out of the battery. While
checking the electrolyte, make a few other visual
inspections:
1. Is there any indication of damage or corrosion on the
battery terminals, the battery box or wiring? If so, clean or
replace the necessary components. Cleaning can best be
done with a solution of baking soda and water (1 1/2 cups
baking soda per gallon of water). Visual inspection could
also alert you to the possibility of a cracked battery which
could only be identified by corrosion in the battery tray.
2. Are the hold-downs tightened correctly? Vibration will
destroy a battery faster than anything else.
3. Is there debris under the battery? This must be removed
when hold-downs are tightened as this can cause holes to be
worn in the case and result in loss of electrolyte.
4. Are all vent caps correctly in place? Loss of vent caps
can pose a potential hazard and permit contamination of the
battery.
5. Are the alternator belts tight? If not, the battery will not
charge correctly and poor performance will result.
6. What is the alternator output voltage? Use a voltmeter to
check it. This will identify both low charging voltages due
to loose fan belt and also high charging voltages which can
damage a battery. Alternator charging voltage should be
13.5 to 14.5 volts for a 12 volt system and 27.0 to 29.0 for a
24 volt system.
While the maintenance-free batteries do not require
electrolyte checks, do steps 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 every 1,000
hours for maximum battery life.
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Another important factor in prolonging battery life is proper
storage. Batteries are perishable items and can lose
efficiency when not in use. Batteries discharge faster in high
temperatures so they should be stored in the coolest place
possible. Small, constant electrical current loads like
brushless alternators, electronics, clocks, etc., can run a
battery down when not in use. if a machine will not be used
for 30 days or more, open the disconnect switch or remove
the ground (negative) cable from the battery.
The next step is to check the batteries' state of charge. This
is called checking the open-circuit voltage. Use a digital
volt meter such as 6V7070 Multimeter. An analog meter
(moving needle type) is not accurate enough for battery use.
Set the voltmeter on the 20volt DC state and touch the
probes to the battery terminals with the engine off. A
reading of 12.40 or more (for a 12 volt battery) means the
battery is charged sufficiently. Any reading less than 12.40
means the battery needs charging.
If the battery has been recently charged, the surface charge
must be removed before making this test. To remove the
surface charge, crank the engine for about 5 seconds with
the fuel shut off, or turn on the headlights for about one
minute. The open circuit voltage can then be accurately
checked.
If the battery is below 12.40 open circuit voltage, then it
should be charged. The slow charge method for charging a
battery will provide the best results. The battery should be
charged at the manufacturer's recommended rate or 3% of
the Cold Cranking Amps (CCA) rating. For example,
Caterpillar's 8D battery is rated at 1250 CCA, thus the
charge rate should be approximately 37 amps.
The charging voltage should never exceed 16 volts. Too
much voltage will cause serious damage to the battery.
Charge time could be as little as a few hours for a battery
near 12.40 open-circuit voltage to approximately 8 hours for
a fully discharged battery.
For more complete information on charging a battery, see
either Special Instruction, SEHS9014, "Battery Charging
Rate/Time Tables", or SEHS7633 "Battery Test Procedure".
To assure the battery will function correctly, it should be
load-tested. To do this, see Special Instruction SEHS7633
"Battery Test Procedure".
Preventive maintenance and appropriate checking and
charging can increase battery life. There are two most
significant problems with batteries brought in for service:
they have been discharged or they have been subjected to
abuse (for example: lack of water, loose hold-downs, etc.).
Regular preventive maintenance can reduce the possibility
of throwing away a good battery. You can obtain more
information on batteries and assistance in battery testing
from any Caterpillar dealer.
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3. Start the engine and run at approximately 1/2 throttle.

Alternator/Generator Output Test On The
Engine

4. Immediately check output current. This initial charging
current should be equal to or greater than the full output
current shown in the Service Manual. The most common
alternators are:

1401, 1404, 1405, 1406
All Caterpillar Engines
REFERENCE ARTICLE: 'Testing The Starter On The
Engine', in this issue.
Servicemen often need a procedure to follow to determine if
an alternator or generator is working, or if it needs to be
replaced. This general procedure is valid for any type of
system. voltage, or charge rating.
Tools Needed:
. . . 6V7070 Digital Multimeter (or 6V7800 or 6V3030 or
equivalent
. . . 8T0900 AC/DC Clamp-on Ammeter or equivalent
1. Put the multimeter positive (+) lead on the B+ terminal of
the alternator. Put the negative (-) lead on the negative (-)
terminal of the alternator. Put the clamp-on ammeter around
the positive output wire of the alternator.
2. Turn off all electrical accessories. With the fuel off, crank
the engine for 30 seconds. Wait two minutes to let the
starter cool. If the system appears to be up to specifications,
crank the engine again for 30 seconds.
NOTE
Cranking the engine for 30 seconds partially discharges the
batteries in order to do a charging test if batteries are
already low in charge, skip this step. Jump-start engine or
charge batteries as required.

24V Systems
6N9294 - 35A
5S9088 - 50A
8N999 - 75A
6T1395 - 35A
7T2095 - 35A
12V Systems
7N4784 - 40A
6T1396 - 55A
7T2096 - 55A
5. Within approximately 10 minutes at 1/2 throttle (possibly
longer depending upon battery size, condition and alternator
rating), the alternator output voltage should be 27.5 plus or
minus 1 Volt- indicating the alternator is performing within
spec. See Fault Condition Chart.
•12V System - 13.8 ± .5V
•30V System - 34.4 ± 1.3V
•32V System - 36.7 ± 1.3V
6. The charging current during this period should taper off
to less than approximately 10 Amps, depending again upon
battery and alternator capacities. See chart.

Fault Conditions and Possible Causes
Voltage After About
10 Min. is Below Spec.

Voltage After About
10 Min. is In Spec.

Voltage After About
10 Min. is Above Spec.

Current at Startup
Below Specification

Replace alternator (defective
regulator, open stator phase, and/or
rectifier)

Turn on all accessories. If voltage drops
below spec., replace alternator (open
rectifier and/or stator phase

Current at Startup
Reached spec. and
then tapered off

Replace alternator (defective
regulator

Alternator and batteries in spec. Turn on
Replace alternator
all accessories to verify. Voltage must stay (shorted regulator)
in spec

Current at Startup
Exceeds spec. and
stays high

Check batteries per Form SEHS7633. Check batteries per Form SEHS7633. Do
Do alternator test again if necessary
alternator test again if necessary

Replace alternator
(shorted regulator)
Check batteries for
possible damage

English SEHS 7633 is also available in French (SFHS7633) , Spanish (SSHS7633), and German (SGHS7633)
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REFERENCE: Special Instruction, SEHS7768, "Use of
6V2150 Starting/Charging Analyzer Group."

Testing The Starter On The Engine
1453, 1450, 1401
This article replaces the article with the same title on Page
12 of the May 4, 1987 Service Magazine.
REFERENCE ARTICLE: Service Magazine; May 4,
1987; Page 10; "Alternator/Generator Output Test On The
Engine."

This is a general procedure to help aid the serviceman
determine if a starter needs replacement. It is NOT intended
to cover all possible problems and conditions, but to serve
only as a guide. The most common 24V circuit is discussed
and 12V circuits are indicated as applicable. On engines
with a diagnostic connector, the 6V2150 Starting/Charging
Analyzer Group helps you to do the following procedure in
seconds.
General Information

Service Magazine; December 10, 1984; "Starters That
Remain Engaged After Engine Is Running."

Starting systems usually have four major components:

Service Magazine; April 24, 1989; "Page 1; "Causes And
Effects Of Low Battery Voltage On Electric Starters."

. . .Start switch
. . .Start relay
. . .Starter solenoid
. . .Starter motor
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The only exception to this typical cranking circuit is that
some small engines do not require the start relay. In this
case, the start switch is connected directly to the starter
solenoid.
Start switches are relatively low current devices. They are
rated to switch approximately 5 to 20 amps. Because the
coil of a start relay between TP2 (Test Point 2) and TP1 in
Illustration 1 draws about 1 amp, the start switch can easily
turn on the start relay and have long life.
The switch contacts of a typical start relay are rated to
switch between 100 and 300 amps. Because a starter
solenoid requires only 5 to 50 amps, the start relay can
easily switch this load.
The starter solenoid has two functions: it engages the pinion
with the flywheel, and it is a high current switch rated about
1000 amps that actually turns on the starting motor.
The starter solenoid has two coils: the pull-in coil (W)
draws about 40 amps and hold-in coil (X) requires about 5
amps. The instant the start relay closes, both coils (W and
X) receive power. Battery voltage is applied to the high end
of both coils, at Test Point (3) which is the "start" terminal
(S). The low end of hold-in coil (X) is permanently
connected to the ground post of the starter motor.
Grounding for the low end, Test Point (4), of pull-in coil
(W) is momentary, and takes place through the DC
resistance of the starter motor. When magnetic force builds
in both coils, the starter pinion is moved to engage the ring
gear. Only then will the solenoid contacts close to power the
starter motor. This temporarily removes the ground from
pull-in coil (W), and puts battery voltage on both ends of it
while the motor cranks. During this period, the pull-in coil
is out of the circuit and draws no current. Cranking
continues until power to the motor solenoid is turned off by
the start switch.
The result of these switches and relays is to permit a 5 amp
dash-mounted switch to turn on a 500 to 1000 amp motor
for cranking an engine.

Reference Materials

Chart B shows maximum allowable voltage drops in the
high current battery circuit to the starter. These values are
maximums for engines with more than about 2000 SMH.
Newer engines have less voltage drops .

Chart B-Maximum Allowable System
Voltage Drops During Cranking
Absolute Maximum
Voltage Reading
Circuit
24V
12V
Batt. Pos. Post to Starter
0.5V
0.3V
Pos. Post (TP10 to TP6)
Batt. Neg. Post to Starter
1.4V
0.7V
Neg. Post (TP7 to TP5)
Drop Across Only
1.0V
.5V
Disconnect Switch
(TP8 to TP9)
Start Relay Contacts
0.8V
0.4V
(TP3 to TP6)
Solenoid Contacts
0.8V
0.4V
(TP6 to TP4)

Voltage drops greater than those listed are usually caused by
loose and/or corroded connections or bad switch contacts.
The entire diagnostic procedure can be reduced to:
. . .confirming that batteries are within specifications
. . .switches and cables/wiring from the batteries to the
starter are not causing too much voltage loss.
The flow chart in Illustration 2 shows the entire procedure .
NOTE: If the engine is equipped with the diagnostic
connector, the 6V2150 Analyzer Group can quickly be used
in place of this entire procedure.

Battery voltage (power) available during cranking depends
on the temperature of the batteries. See Chart A. This chart
is only a GUIDE as to what to expect from a NORMAL
system.
Chart A-Typical System Voltage During
Cranking Versus Ambient Temperature
-23°C To-7°C
(-10°F To 20°F)

-7°C To 10°C
(20°F to 50°F)

10°C To 27°C
(50°F To 80°F)

24 Volt
System

12V to 16V

14V to 18V

16V to 20V

12 Volt
System

6V to 8V

7V to 9V

8V to 10V

Temp.
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TEST (A)

TEST (B)

TEST (C)

STARTER SLUGGISH
SLOW OR NOT
CRANKING

TEST OF WIRING
TO STARTER

TEST OF ENGINE

READ MOTOR
VOLTAGE TP4 TO
TP5 WHILE
CRANKING ENGINE

CHECK ENGINE
• LOCKED UP?
• OIL VISCOSITY?
• PARASITIC LOADS?

TEST BATTERY

NO

READ VOLTAGE AT
BATTERY POST
WHILE CRANKING
ENGINE

YES

VOLTAGE
MORE OR = TO
CHART (A) ?

ENGINE
LOCKED UP OR
HARD TO
TURN?

YES
REPAIR
PARTS

OPTIONAL
NO
YES
TEST FOR
SHORTED
STARTER
WITH 8T900
AMMETER

NO
OPTIONAL

VOLTAGE
MORE OR = TO
CHART (A) ?

YES

DOES
STARTER
CRANK?

READ VOLTAGE
DROPS IN
CRANKING CIRCUIT
CHART (B)

REPLACE
STARTER

NO
YES
VOLTAGES
OK? CHART (B)

TEST BATTERY PER
SPEC INSTRUCTION
SEHS7633

NO

YES
TRY TO
CRANK
AGAIN

NO
REPLACE
STARTER

REPAIR OR
REPLACE
PART

Testing The Starter

HAS BUTT
ENGAGEMENT
OCCURRED?

NOTE: Chart C lists the maximum current draw for
different families of engines.

Testing Equipment Required:
6V7070 Digital Multimeter (or 6V7800 or 6V3030 or
equivalent)
8T0900 Clamp-on Ammeter (optional)
NOTE: This procedure covers a problem where the starter
cranks either sluggishly (unusually slow) or not at all.
Test A. Check battery voltage at the battery posts while
cranking, or attempting to crank.
NOTE: Use the posts representing 12 or 24 Volts. Do not
check voltage on the cable post clamps.
1. Is voltage equal to or greater than what is shown in Chart
A?

Chart C
Family Of
Engines

System Voltage

Maximum Rated
Starter Cranking Amps

3200/3300

12

1200-1400

3200/3300

24

750

3400

12

1200-1400

3400

24

750

3500

24

750

3500

32

700

. . . Yes - Go to Test B.

Test B. Measure starter motor voltage from TP4 to TP5
while cranking, or attempting to crank.

. . . No - Voltage at batteries is too low. Test batteries per
Special Instruction SEHS7633.

1. Is voltage equal to or greater than that shown in Chart A?

NOTE: Low batteries can be caused by the battery
condition or a shorted starter.

. . . Yes - Batteries and starter cables down to motor are
electrically within specifications. Go to Test C.

. . . Optional: Check for shorted starter with 8T0900 Clampon Ammeter. (If voltage at battery post is within
approximately two volts of the lowest value in the
applicable temperature range of Chart A, and if larger
starter cables get hot, this suggests a shorted starter without
using an 8T0900 Ammeter).

. . . No - Voltage drop (loss) between batteries and starter is
too great. Go to next step.

BDC for Manuals - specs - Bolt torques

. . . Optional: Check for shorted starter with 8T0900 Clampon Ammeter. (If voltage at battery post is within about two
Volts of the lowest value in Chart A, large starter cables
will get hot and confirm a shorted starter without using an
8T0900 Ammeter). Go to next step.
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2. Measure voltage drops in cranking circuit per Chart B.
Are all voltages within specifications?
. . . Yes - Check engine. Go to Test C.
. . . No - Repair and/or replace faulty electrical component .

NOTE: Butt engagement and open starter solenoid contacts
give the same electrical readings. That is, the solenoid is
activated, but the solenoid contacts can not close to turn on
the starting motor because the pinion has struck the edge of
the ring gear. If a butt engagement has occurred, the engine
will crank on the second attempt 90% of the time.

Test C. "Bar over" the engine to be sure it is not locked
up. Check engine oil viscosity (weight), parasitic loads,
etc.

3. Has butt engagement occurred?

1. Is engine locked up and/or hard to turn?

. . . No - Replace starter.

. . . Yes - Attempt to crank again.

. . . Yes - Repair engine as required.
. . . No - Go to next step.
2. Does starter crank? (Probably acts sluggish.)
. . . Yes - Replace starter.
. . . No - Listen for butt engagement (a clicking sound
caused by the pinion hitting, but not engaging the ring
gear). If this occurs, turn off the key switch. Then turn the
switch back to crank, and most likely the pinion will engage
the ring gear and crank the engine.
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Jump Starting Procedures
1450, 1453
All Caterpillar Machines And Engines Equipped With
Electric Starters
REFERENCE ARTICLE: Service Magazine; May 4,
1987; Page 12; "Testing The Starter On The Engine."
Service Magazine; May 4, 1987; Page 10;
"Alternator/Generator Output Test On Engine." Service
Magazine; May 1,1989; Page 1; "Cause And Effects Of
Low Batter Voltage On Electric Starters." Service
Magazine; March 27, 1989; Page 6; "Preventive
Maintenance For Batteries."
REFERENCE: Special Instruction, SEHS7633, "Battery
Test Procedure."
The procedures that follow apply to systems of any voltage
and either positive or negative ground.

NOTICE
When starting from another machine, make sure the
machines do not touch. This could prevent damage to
engine bearings and electrical circuits.
Turn on (close) the disconnect switch on the stalled
machine prior to the jump connection to prevent damage to
electrical components.
Severely discharged maintenance free batteries might not
fully recharge by the alternator alone after jump starting.
They should be charged to the proper voltage by a battery
charger.
Many batteries thought to be unusable, are only discharged.
Recharge and load test to confirm true battery condition.
Use only equal voltage for jump starting. Use of a higher
voltage can damage the electrical system.
Refer to Special Instruction, SEHS7633, Battery Test
Procedure, for complete testing and charging information.
Engine Starting with Jump (Formerly Called
"Auxiliary") Start Receptacles

Engine Starting with Jumper Cables

WARNING
Batteries give off flammable fumes that can explode. This
can result in personal injury.
Prevent sparks near the batteries. They could cause vapors
to explode. Do not allow jumper cable ends to contact each
other or the machine.
Add water if necessary to cover the plates in batteries on the
stalled machine.
Always thaw a frozen battery before jump starting. Frozen
batteries may explode causing personal injury.
Do not smoke when checking battery electrolyte levels.
Electrolyte is an acid and can cause personal injury if it
contacts skin or eyes.
Always wear eye protection when starting a machine with
jumper cables.
Incorrect jump procedures can cause an explosion resulting
in personal injury.
Always connect battery positive (+) to battery positive (+)
and battery negative (-) to battery negative
Jump only with a battery source and with the same voltage
as the stalled machine.
Turn off all lights and accessories on the stalled machine.
Otherwise, they will operate when the jump source is
connected.

Some Caterpillar products may be equipped with jump start
receptacles as standard equipment. All other products can
be equipped with a parts service receptacle. A permanent
receptacle is then always available for jump starting.
Two mating cable assemblies are also available to jump the
stalled machine from another machine also equipped with
this receptacle or an auxiliary power pack. Your Caterpillar
dealer can provide the correct cables in lengths for your
application.
1. Make initial determination as to failure of the stalled
machine to crank. Refer to Special Instruction SEHS7768
on use of 6V2150 Starting/Charging Analyzer Group. This
procedure applies even if the machine does not have a
diagnostic connector.
2. Place the transmission control in NEUTRAL on the
stalled machine. Engage the parking/secondary brake.
Lower any attachment to the ground. Move all controls to
HOLD.
3. Turn the start switch to OFF on the stalled machine. Turn
off all accessories.
4. Turn on (close) the disconnect switch (if equipped) on the
stalled machine.
5. Assure the batteries in the stalled machine are not frozen
and that electrolyte is above the plates in all cells.
6. Move the jump start source machine near enough to the
stalled machine for cables to reach, but DO NOT ALLOW
MACHINES TO TOUCH.
7. Stop the engine on the jump source machine, or if using
an auxiliary power source, turn off the charging system.
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8. On the stalled machine, connect the appropriate jump
start cable to the jump start receptacle.
9. Connect the other end of this cable to the jump start
receptacle of the jump source.
10. Start the engine on the jump source machine. Or,
energize the charging system on the auxiliary power source.
11. Wait a minimum of two minutes for the batteries in the
stalled machine to partially charge.
12. Attempt to start the stalled engine. Refer to the
beginning of "Engine Starting" in the Operation And
Maintenance Manual.
13. Immediately after starting the stalled engine, disconnect
the jump start cable from the JUMP SOURCE.
14. Disconnect the other end of this cable from the stalled
machine.
15. Conclude failure analysis on starting/charging system of
the stalled machine as required, now that the engine is
running and charging system is operating. Use of Jumper
Cables
When jump start receptacles (formerly called
"auxiliary") are not available, use the following
procedure.
1. Make initial determination as to failure of machine to
crank. Refer to Special Instruction SEHS7768 on use of
6V2150 Starting/Charging Analyzer Group. This procedure
applies even if the machine does not have a diagnostic
connector.
2. Place the transmission control in NEUTRAL on the
stalled machine. Engage the parking/secondary brake.
Lower any attachment to the ground. Move all controls to
HOLD.
3. On stalled machine, turn the start switch to OFF. Turn off
all accessories.
4. On stalled machine, turn on (close) the disconnect switch
(if equipped).
5. Move jump source machine near enough to the stalled
machine for cables to reach, but DO NOT ALLOW
MACHINES TO TOUCH.
6. Stop the engine on the jump source machine. Or, if using
an auxiliary power source, turn off the charging system.
7. Make sure that water covers the plates in the batteries and
that the batteries are not frozen in the stalled machine. Make
sure battery caps are all in place and tight on both machines.
8. Connect the positive (+) jumper cable (red) to the
positive (+) cable terminal of the discharged battery, or
battery set on the stalled machine. Do not allow positive
cable clamps to touch any metal other than the battery
terminals.
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NOTE: Batteries in series may be located in separate
compartments. Use the terminal that is connected to the
starter solenoid. This battery, or battery set, is normally on
the same side of the machine as the starter.
NOTE: On machines with two sets (two in each fender) of
two batteries (four total), connect to either set as per above
procedure.
9. Connect the other end of this positive jumper cable (red)
to the positive (+) terminal of the jump battery. Use the
procedure in Step 8 to determine the correct terminal.
10. Connect one end of the negative (-) jumper cable to the
negative (-) terminal of the jump source as followS:
12 Volt Systems: use the negative (-) terminal of the
jump battery.
24 Volt Systems: use the jump battery negative (-)
terminal (connected to the disconnect switch) in the
same battery set as used in Step 9.
11. Make final connection of the negative (-) cable t( the
stalled machine (not battery negative post) after answering
the following:
Question:
Does the stalled machine have a battery-cable size [00
gauge wire is 11.6 mm (.46") in diameter] ground
connection from the starter negative post to frame (typical
24 Volt system)?
NOTE: Machines with a small ground connection [6 gauge
wire diameter] from the starter negative post to the engine
block do not fulfill this requirement.
Yes - connect to frame (not battery negative post) away
from battery, fuel or hydraulic lines, or moving parts.
No - connect to starter negative post (typical 24 Volt
system) or engine block if starter negative post does not
exist (typical 12 Volt systems) away from battery, fuel or
hydraulic lines.
12. Start the engine on the jump source machine. Or,
energize the charging system on the auxiliary power source.
13. Wait a minimum of two minutes for the batteries in the
stalled machine to partially charge.
14. Attempt to start the stalled engine. Refer to section on
"Engine Starting" in the Operation And Maintenance
Manual.
15. Immediately after starting the stalled engine, disconnect
the jumper cables in reverse order.
16. Conclude failure analysis on starting/charging system of
stalled machine as required now that engine is running and
charging system is in operation.
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How To Determine If Relays Are Functioning
Correctly

SINGLE POLE SINGLE THROW (SPST)
RELAY
COIL TERMINALS

1400, 1422

RELAY
COIL

This article provides a general test procedure with the relay
installed on the product. The procedure is for both 24 and
12 volt systems. The only test equipment needed is the
6V7070 Digital Multimeter, or equivalent such as the
6V7800 or 6V3030 Multimeter.

CONTACT
TERMINALS

RELAY
CONTACTS

How A Relay Functions
Basically, a relay is a remote-controlled electrical switch
that is turned on and off by a small amount of electrical
current to let a large amount of current pass through its
contacts to power a load (such as horns and starters). Low
current flows through the relay coil and forms an
electromagnet, which opens or closes the relay contacts
(switch). See Illustration 1. Note the locations of the coil
terminals and the contact terminals. Unless otherwise
shown, contact designations of "normally open" (N.O.) and
"normally closed" (N.C.) relate to the switch contact state
without power applied to the relay coil.
When the relay contacts are closed, a large amount of
current can now flow through the two contact terminals to
power the desired load.
Testing The Relay
This test determines if there is an open in the relay coil
AND if the voltage drop across the contact terminal is
within specification. For 24V systems, this voltage drop
should typically be less than 0.5V, with a maximum
allowable drop of one volt. For 12V systems, the drop
should be less than 0.25V and the maximum allowable is
0.5V.
NOTE
The test should determine faulty relays. However, there are
many other variables that can cause electrical problems.
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SINGLE POLE DOUBLE THROW (SPDT)
RELAY
COIL TERMINALS
N.C.
CONTACT
TERMINALS

RELAY
COIL
RELAY
CONTACTS

{
N.O.

Illustration 1. Schematics of two types of relays.
1. Provide power to the relay, and if possible, turn on all
equipment that is powered by the relay contacts. The engine
can either be off or running.
2. Connect the multimeter across the terminals as shown in
Illustration 2 to check for system voltage at the relay coil
terminals. For 24V systems, this voltage should be more
than 22V. For 12V systems, it should be more than 11V. If
voltage is less than specified or zero, proceed with the
remainder of Step 2, otherwise go to Step 3.
. . . Connect the multimeter between the battery side of the
relay coil and machine ground. The multimeter should
read system voltage.
. . . If not, there is a faulty connection between the source of
battery positive and the positive connection of the coil.
Correct this fault before proceeding with the test.
. . . If system voltage is present between the positive side of
the coil and ground, but not to the ground side of the
coil, then there is a faulty connection between the
ground side of the coil and frame ground. Correct fault
before proceeding.
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RELAY
COIL

MULTIMETER

WIRE (A)

V

SYSTEM
VOLTAGE

SYSTEM VOLTAGE

GROUND
SIDE

BATTERY
SIDE

V
MULTIMETER (200 DC VOLT SCALE)

RELAY
COIL

IF ONLY ONE COIL TERMINAL, USE
REALY BRACKET FOR GROUND
CONNECTION.

Illustration 4. Checking the relay contacts for correct
operation.

RELAY
CONTACTS

Illustration 2. Checking to see if system voltage is
available across the relay coil terminals.
3. Connect the multimeter as shown in Illustration 3 to
check for system voltage at the relay contact battery
terminal. if no voltage is present, correct this condition
before proceeding.

ELECTRICAL LOADS

RELAY
COIL
INPUT TERMINAL

SYSTEM
VOLTAGE

V

ELECTRICAL LOADS

RELAY
CONTACTS

RELAY
CONTACTS
MULTIMETER

Illustration 3. Checking to see if system voltage is
available at the relay contact battery terminal.
4. After you are sure that system voltage is present across
the relay coil terminals and at the contact battery terminal,
you are ready to check the relay contacts (switch). Connect
the multimeter across the contact terminals as shown in
Illustration 4. Use the 200 DCV
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5. If the relay contacts are closed during these conditions,
the meter should read less than one volt l maximum. (For
12V systems, 0.5V is the maximum.) ! For relay contacts
that are open under these conditions, the meter should read
system voltage.
6. Disconnect positive Wire (A), shown in Illustration 4,
from the coil terminal. This should cause the contacts to
change positions (closed contacts to open, and open
contacts to close). As you touch and remove Wire (A) to the
coil terminal, you should hear a "clicking" noise caused by
the contacts opening and closing. This indicates a good
relay coil, meaning it is not "open."
7. With Wire (A) disconnected, measure voltage drop across
the contact terminals. Leave the meter connected as shown
in Illustration 4. The meter should show system voltage for
relay contacts which were formerly closed, but are now
open. For relay contacts which were formerly open, but are
now closed, the meter should show the voltage drop to be
less than one volt maximum for 24V systems (0.5V for 12V
systems). Reconnect Wire (A) and repeat this test several
times to verify the results.
8. When Wire (A) is disconnected the voltage across the
contact terminals MUST alternate between system voltage
and the allowable voltage (one volt max. for 24V, 0.5V
max. for 12V) across the contact terminals. If this does not
occur, replace the relay.
. . . If the voltage across the relay contacts remains constant
during this step, either the relay is defective or the
circuit to the load is open or turned off.
. . . If the circuit to the load is not open, replace the relay as
stated.
. . . If the circuit to the load is open, correct the problem and
repeat the entire contact operation test beginning with
Step 5.
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Be Sure Battery Cable To Starter Connection
Has Correct Torque
1453
REFERENCEs: Service Manuals: SENR3550, Bosch JF
Series Starting Motors; SENR3559, Bosch JE Series
Starting Motors; SENR3536, Bosch KE Series Starting
Motors; SENR3581, Delco Remy 37-MT/42MT Series
Starting Motors; and SENR3860, Delco Remy 50-MT
Series Starting Motors.
It is important that the battery cables are correctly tightened
on the starting motor for the starting system to operate as
expected.
A loose connection at the starter motor can prevent the
starter from operating or result in lower voltage across the
starter motor which would reduce starter torque. A loose nut
on a starter motor stud can cause a voltage drop across the
connection which can result in excessive heating or burning
at the connection damaging the stud insulators.
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Excessive tightening can cause the soft threads on the
copper studs to be stripped. Copper is used for these studs
because they are designed to carry high electrical currents.
A connection that is too tight can crack the stud insulators
on the starter solenoid. This can reduce the sealing
capabilities of the insulator and allow moisture inside the
solenoid. Moisture can corrode the solenoid switch contacts
which can lower the voltage across the starter and cause
heat inside the solenoid. Moisture, over a period of time,
can weaken insulating materials and cause them to break
down. As the insulating materials break down, more heat
may be generated inside the solenoid which can cause more
damage to the solenoid.
On Delco 35, 40, and 50 MT starters, moisture can leak past
the solenoid-to-shift lever boot into the solenoid. Moisture
can cause rust inside solenoid bore. A 3R8801 Clamp can
be installed over the boot to help keep moisture out of the
solenoid.
The correct tightening torque for the nuts that fasten the
battery cables to the 12 volt starter motor on D3 Tractors,
910 and 931 Loaders is 10 ± 3 N-m (9 ± 2 lb ft). The correct
tightening torque for the nuts that fasten the battery cables
to the 12 volt starter motor on 416, 426, and 428 Backhoe
Loaders is 28 ± 4 N-m (21 ± 3 lb ft). The correct tightening
torque for the nuts that fasten the battery cables to heavyduty 24 volt starter motors is 30 ± 3 N-m (22 ±2 lb ft).
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Electrical System Damage From High Voltage

Reference Materials

Alternators serve two main functions in ANY electrical
system:
1. To recharge batteries after an engine startup.

1400, 1401, 1405, 1410, 1453

2. To supply ALL electrical system requirements after the
engine is running.

All Products With Direct Electric Starting
REFERENCE ARTICLE: Service Magazine; May 28,
1990; Page 4; "Jump Starting Procedures." Service
Magazine; May 4, 1987; Page 10; "Alternator/Generator
Output Test on the Engine."
Electrical components may suffer damage from high
electrical system voltage. Damage identified by parts
returned to the factory includes arc/burn spots in small
switches and connectors. Electronic controls show damage
to printed circuit boards. Electronic components show
damage from arcing and burning. These damages are
possible only from extremely high voltages.
The cause of component damage is generally one of two
possibilities:
1. Incorrect jump starting procedure, where a stalled engine
is jumped by a source with voltage higher than the system
voltage of the stalled engine. See the first Reference Article.

WARNING

If all connections are tight, full alternator output will, first,
cause battery damage. Batteries become the "load" for a
runaway alternator. They absorb alternator current that is
above what is required for normal machine operation. This
high current causes battery damage from excessive:
electrolyte temperatures, plate warping, and water loss. As
the electrolyte level (water) drops, the chance of battery
explosion increases and system voltage will also increase
out of control. The result is damage to other electrical
system components like relays, lighting and electronic
controls.
Full alternator output with loose or poor connections in the
charging circuit (even with batteries in good condition) can
cause immediate high voltage damage to electrical system
components. Loose or poor connections, such as at the
battery terminals, can cause short periods of an "open
circuit," which has the same result as batteries with low
electrolyte. Opening the disconnect during an overcharging
condition also has the same effect as a loose connection.
The following are clues to high charging system voltage
due to voltage regulator failure:

Jump sources higher than system voltage of the stalled
engine are sometimes thought to give better cranking
speeds and subsequent startability. Higher-than-rated
jump sources cause damage to starters, batteries, and
other electrical components. Batteries can also explode
causing personal injury. NEVER jump with a source
higher than the system of the stalled engine. Use a 12V
source on a 12V system and 24V on 24V system, etc.
2. When the alternator voltage regulator is shorted, causing
full (rated) charging current, AND an open circuit or loose
connection exists in the charging circuit.
The regulator adjusts alternator output by varying field
current to maintain correct system voltage. Regulators have,
mainly, two failure modes: open or shorted. When open,
there is no field current and no alternator output. If shorted,
field current is maximum causing maximum rated,
uncontrolled, output current, provided the engine is running
at or above about 75% of rated engine speed.

1. More than one lighting component blackened or dead.
One or more electronic controls dead.
2. Electrolyte level low in ALL cells of ALL batteries.
3. If engine is operational, charging voltage measures over
29.0 volts (or over 15.0 volts for 12V systems).
The following are clues to incorrect jump starting:
1. More than one lighting component blackened or dead.
One or more electronic controls functioning incorrectly.
2. One or more batteries exploded. Electrolyte level in
undamaged cells appears normal.
3. If engine is operational, charging voltage appears normal.
If alternator was damaged by reverse hookup of jump
source, the most likely failure would be low or no alternator
output.

Batteries serve two main functions in ANY electrical
system:
1. Provide energy for cranking the engine.
2. Act as an accumulator to provide a "smoothing" effect for
electrical system voltage variations.
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Understanding Four Wire Windshield Wiper
Motors (12 & 24V)
MOTOR

FROM BATTERY

7305, 1408
2

1
3

5

4
6

All Machines So Equipped
REFERENCE ARTICLE: Service Magazine; May 26,
1986; Page 5; "Wiper Motor Grounding."
All Bosch wiper motors, like 6T6216, 3T0189 and 6T6529,
with four wires and a Sure-Seal) connector use one wire for
high speed, one wire for low speed and two wires for
"parking". The motor is grounded electrically through a
motor-to-cab mounting. A good ground is required for
correct operation.

Problem 1. Motor is dead or intermittent in either
speed.
Solution: Check ground connection as per reference
article.

GN
GY
BR
OR

T°

WIPER MOTOR

WIPER SWITCH

Illustration 1. Low speed

NOTE
All voltage measurements are made with respect to motor
case (housing).
The following troubleshooting includes most wiper
problems.

1
3
4
2

MOTOR

FROM BATTERY

2

1
3

5

4
6

1
3
4
2

GN
GY
BR
OR

T°

WIPER MOTOR

WIPER SWITCH

Illustration 2. High speed

Problem 2. Motor is dead or intermittent in only one
speed.
Solution: Check wiring from switch speed connection
to motor side of four-pin motor Sure-Seal connector. if
voltage (system) is present at motor but will not run,
replace the motor.
Problem 3. Motor runs in both speeds but will not park.
Solution: While parking, all parking wiring and park
switch should be at system voltage and connected to the
low speed wiring. If not, find the break with a continuity
meter (6V7070 Multimeter Group, or equivalent).

MOTOR

FROM BATTERY

2

1
3

5

4
6

1
3
4
2

GN
GY
BR
OR

T°

WIPER MOTOR

WIPER SWITCH

Illustration 3. Wiper parking

NOTE
The illustrations are for a Challenger 65 Tractor, but the
method of wiring is typical for all machines so equipped.
MOTOR

FROM BATTERY

2

1
3

5

4
6

WIPER SWITCH

Illustration 4. Wiper parked
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May 1, 1989

Procedure For Replacing Batteries Or Battery
Cables

Procedure For Replacing Batteries, Battery
Cables Or Disconnect Switches

1401, 1402, 1411

1401, 1402, 1411

All 12 Volt Products Equipped With Batteries

All 24 Volt Products Equipped With Batteries and
Disconnect Switches

When replacing the batteries or battery cables, use the
following procedure to reduce the possibility of
sparks at the battery or cable connections.
1. Turn off the start switch and all electrical loads such as
wipers, heater motors, etc.
2. At the battery, disconnect the negative cable routed from
the frame. When two or more batteries are involved,
disconnect all negative battery terminal cables on all
batteries that connect to the frame.

1. Turn off the start switch and all electrical loads such as
wipers, heater motors, etc.
2. Turn off (open) the disconnect switch and remove the
key.
3. If the machine is equipped with an electrical
supplemental steering attachment (example: Off Highway
Trucks, Motor Graders), remove the fuse that powers the
supplemental steering control (3T3964).

3. Complete necessary repairs to the system.
4. Do Step 2 in reverse order.

May 1, 1989

Procedure For Replacing Batteries Battery
Cables Or Disconnect Switches
1401, 1402, 1411
All 12 Volt Product Equipped With Batteries and
Disconnect Switches
When replacing the batteries, battery cables, or disconnect
switch, use the following procedure to reduce the possibility
of sparks at the battery or cable connections.
1. Turn off the start switch and all electrical loads such as
wipers, heater motors, etc.
2. Turn off (open) the disconnect switch and remove the
key.
3. Turn on an accessory light (except cab dome light). If the
accessory is dead, go to Step 5. If accessory turns on,
disconnect switch is shorted. Continue with Step 4.
4. At the disconnect switch, disconnect the cable routed
from the frame of the product. (There are two cables at the
disconnect switch. One cable connects to the frame, the
other to the negative battery terminal.) 8e sure this loose
cable end cannot contact either stud on the disconnect
switch. Diagnose and replace the disconnect switch as
required.
5. At the battery, disconnect the negative cable routed from
the disconnect switch. When two or more batteries are
involved, disconnect all negative battery terminal cables on
all batteries that connect to one side of the disconnect
switch.
6. Complete necessary repairs to the system.
7. Do Steps 2 through 5 in reverse.
BDC for Manuals - specs - Bolt torques

When replacing the batteries, battery cables, or disconnect
switch, use the following procedure to reduce the possibility
of sparks at the battery or cable connections.

4. Turn on an accessory light (except cab dome light). if the
accessory is dead, go to Step 6.1f accessory turns on,
disconnect switch is shorted. Continue with Step 5.
5. At the disconnect switch, disconnect the cable routed
from the frame of the product. (There are two cables at the
disconnect switch. One cable connects to the frame, the
other to the negative battery terminal.) Be sure this loose
cable end cannot contact either stud on the disconnect
switch. Diagnose and replace the disconnect switch as
required.
6. At the battery, disconnect the negative cable routed from
the disconnect switch. When two or more batteries are
involved, disconnect all negative battery terminal cables on
all batteries that connect to one side of the disconnect
switch.
7. Complete necessary repairs to the system.
8. Do Steps 2 through 6 in reverse.
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Will not fit fuse holder

Understanding Causes Of Blown Fuses And
Tripped Circuit Breakers

1. Incorrect type or size of fuse for holder.
2. Supplier tolerances are incorrect.

1400, 1420

BREAKER FAILURE MODES

REFERENCE ARTICLES: Understanding "Shorts,"
"Opens" and "Intermittents; and How To Troubleshoot A
Short-To-Ground In Power Wiring in this issue.

Open

Fuses and circuit breakers are often reported as the CAUSE
of failure. This is very seldom correct. Open fuses and
circuit breakers are most often the RESULT of an electrical
system overload. These components are electrical "flow
control valves" connected in series with a given circuit to
protect wiring from high current damage.
Fuses are made of an electrical conductor with a low
melting temperature that melts "OPEN" during an overload
condition. Circuit breakers on earthmoving products use a
bimetallic disk that closes the circuit between the two
breaker terminals (generator sets use a different type).
During overload, the disk heats up and snaps ("oil cans") to
open the circuit. On a manual reset breaker, the push button
snaps the disk into a position that again closes the circuit
between the breaker terminals. The disk in an automaticreset breaker will snap closed when it cools down.

An open circuit breaker is an automatic or manual
breaker that will not reset (reads "OL" on 6V7070
Multimeter). This usually occurs from gross circuit
overload far beyond the breaker current rating. This is
usually caused by a short circuit-to-ground from:
. . .Incorrect troubleshooting as with a screwdriver.
. . .A component short as in a forward warning horn.
. . .A harness short where a wire (conductor) is pinched
to make a connection to ground.
Failure of a circuit breaker to reset is often caused by a
melted disk or a disk that was so hot during overload that it
is warped and cannot be reset to a closed position.
Shorted
A shorted circuit breaker, one that will not open under an
overload, is rare and might be found in a circuit with wiring
and/or harness damage. This may possibly be caused by an
overload condition that welded the disk in place.

NOTE
Fuses and circuit breakers are almost never the
CAUSE of failure. When troubleshooting the actual
cause, report (on a SIMS or warranty claim) the part
number of the harness or component that caused the
fuse to blow or breaker to trip.
FUSE FAILURE MODES
Open
An open fuse is the result of system overload. Fuses with
the element visible can give a clue as to the cause. Testing
on a questionable fuse only requires a 6V7070 Multimeter
(or equivalent) on the 200 ohm scale A good fuse will read
less than approximately 0.2 ohms. An open fuse will read
"OL" for open circuit.
1. The glass or plastic housing is smoked or blackened.
This is caused by gross circuit overload far beyond the fuse
rating. This is usually caused by a short circuit-to-ground
from:
. . .Incorrect troubleshooting as with a screwdriver.
. . .A component short as in a forward warning horn.
. . .A harness short where a wire (conductor) is pinched
to make a connection to ground.
2. The glass or plastic housing is clear showing the fuse
element simply melted open. This is caused by a gentle
overload somewhat greater than the fuse rating.
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Because these circuit breakers trip based on the bimetal disk
temperatures, the current at which a circuit breaker actually
opens is related to the surrounding temperatures. This is
why high ambient temperatures sometimes cause premature
trips.

Understanding Circuit Breakers
1400, 1420
Reference Article: Service Magazine; March 27, 1989;
Page 5; "Understanding Causes Of Blown Fuses And
Tripped Circuit 8breakers".
Circuit breakers used on Caterpillar earthmoving equipment
are often misunderstood. The following describes how they
work and how to troubleshoot them.
Circuit breakers are either automatic reset or manual reset
and are the "thermal" type. This means they trip (OPEN)
based on elevated temperature of the internal contact
assembly. This contact assembly consists of two sets of
contacts mounted diametrically opposite each other on a
circular disk. This disk is made of two metals that have
different rates of expansion as their temperature changes
(often called a bi-metal disk).

The following chart shows typical trip characteristics at
25°C (77.0°F).
Percent of Rating
100

Continuous

130

10 seconds(min) to 1 hour (max)

200

5 seconds to 55 seconds

300

1.5 seconds to 12 seconds

The above information reduces ratings to 80% of the rating
at 57°C (134.6°F). This means a 10 amp breaker will only
hold 8 amps continuous at 57°C (134.6°F).

The normal operating position of this disk assembly is dishshaped such that both sets of contacts are closed. The circuit
current passes from one set of contacts through the bi-metal
disk and out the second set of contacts. Electrical currents
that are greater than the breaker rating, will cause the bimetal disk to heat up and snap ("oil-can") into a dish-shape
inverted from normal operation. This action opens both sets
of contacts and breaks the flow of current. Circuit breakers
rated less than about 10 amps use a small heating element to
help warm the disk.
The thermal type of circuit breaker functions best with
moderate overloads. Dead short circuits occur very fast and
cause a high current overload. This often occurs so quickly
that the bi-metal disk does not have enough time to heat and
snap open before the high current melts the disk and
destroys the circuit breaker. The "screw driver test", is a
deliberate short circuit sometimes used to "test" the circuit
breaker, This test should never be used as it can destroy the
circuit breaker. The best test for a circuit breaker is to
measure the voltage drop across the circuit breaker. Put one
voltmeter lead on each terminal. The voltage drop at rated
current should never exceed 0.8 volts. Voltages that are
higher than this can cause overheating of the bi-metal disk
and premature tripping. Excessive voltage drops can also be
caused by loose connections on the circuit breaker.
Damaged internal contacts, come from previous trips or a
defective breaker.
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INTERMITTENT

Understanding "Shorts," "Opens" and
"Intermittents"

An "intermittent" is an unwanted and erratic event that
occurs in a normal or correctly-operating circuit. lt most
often causes a closed circuit (one that is "on") to open up or
turn "off." It can also take place in a powered circuit (+12 or
+24V, etc.) where it might be connected to ground and
blows a fuse or trips a circuit breaker

1400
REFERENCE ARTICLES: Understanding Causes Of
Blown Fuses And Tripped Circuit Breakers and How To
Troubleshoot A Short-To-Ground In Power Wiring in this
issue.
SIMS and claims comments are very helpful in diagnosing
failure modes of electrical components. "Shorted, open and
intermittent" can often be used to quickly and easily
identify the condition of a component that is not performing
correctly. These terms are often misunderstood. Correct
understanding of these terms aids correct reporting of
component problems and speeds the problem
cause/resolution process.
OPEN
An "open" is an electrical circuit that will not conduct
current, a broken path for electron flow It is sometimes
described as "infinite" or many ohms.
Examples: Blown fuse or tripped circuit breaker, head lamp
switch in "off" position. engine that will not crank because
of corroded battery connection, dead wiper motor because
of poor ground to cab, EMS oil pressure switch with dead
engine. or dead hour meter because engine oil pressure
switch did not close during operation.

Examples of an "intermittent open": Vehicle tail lights
that sometimes blink "off," EMS oil pressure LED that
sometimes blinks "on" during normal operation when
pressure has been confirmed to be within specifications,
when one or both gear indicator LED's blink "off" on
transmission controls, or a loose screw on a head light
housing causes the light to blink.
Examples of an "intermittent short": A turn signal
switch in the "off" position that continues to flash the lights,
or start-aid push button that will not release (open) and
causes ether solenoid to burn out (often "shorts" and blows
the fuse/breaker), or wire-to-wire harness connection (short)
where application of brake lights also turns "on" tail lights.
Examples of an "intermittent short-to-ground": Where a
third LED turns "on" in a given gear on the transmission
control, when a fan or wiper motor burns out (shorts) and
blows a fuse or trips a circuit breaker, when a powered wire
is pinched to ground and blows a fuse/breaker, when a
screw driver is used to ground a circuit to see if it is "hot".
These conditions in power wiring often cause permanent
damage to other components like switches, fuses, and
circuit breakers.

SHORT
A "short" is a direct electrical connection between two
points, usually very low resistance or opposition to current
flow. lt most often describes an unwanted or incorrect
connection and may draw higher than expected current.
Examples: Dead forward warning horn causing blown
fuses/breakers, head lamp switch that will not turn lights
off, engine oil pressure switch that will not turn off hour
meter, pinched harness causing blown fuses (or tripped
circuit breakers), or a start switch that keeps the starter
engaged.
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How To Troubleshoot A Short-To-Ground In
Power Wiring

Limitations On Engine Cranking Time

1400

All Products With Electric Starting Motors (12, 24, 32,
64 Volt Systems)

REFERENCE ARTICLES: Understanding Causes Of
Blown Fuses And Tripped Circuit Breakers and
Understanding "Shorts," "Opens" and "Intermittents in this
issue.
Shorts-to-ground, either continuous or intermittent, may be
difficult to locate especially when they blow fuses or trips
breakers. The following procedure may be helpful to locate
a short-to-ground that blows fuses or trips breakers.
1. Disconnect one wire from the applicable circuit breaker
or remove the fuse.
2. Temporarily connect a 9W1280 24-V Lamp (or any 35 to
90 watt lamp) across (parallel to) the fuse holder or circuit
breaker.

1453,1401

REFERENCE ARTICLE: Service Magazine; April 25,
1988; Page 7; "New Procedure To Prime Fuel System Using
Engine Starter" on Backhoe Loaders.
Starter and battery life can be reduced, and sometimes
immediate damage results from overcranking an engine
(prolonged engagement of the starter motor). The following
is a list of limitations agreed to by all of Caterpillar's starter
suppliers. High parasitic cranking loads and/or incorrect
engine oil viscosities may still cause starter damage even
when following these guidelines. Even though machine
batteries will become dis charged during this procedure and
require boost-starting, the same guidelines apply.
1. Crank the engine for no more 30 seconds.

NOTE
Be sure temporary connections are reliable and will not
cause shorts (unwanted connections).
If the short is present, this lamp will be "on."

2. Wait for 2 minutes.
3. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 six times, for a total of seven
30-second cranking cycles.

To find the actual location of the short, disconnect, move,
push/pull, and/or disturb the wiring and components in the
effected circuit until the light blinks "on or off" according to
physical motion.

4. Wait for 30 MINUTES.

NOTE FROM THE INSTRUCTOR: Use a 12-V lamp
with 12-V systems. If a lamp is not available use a
multimeter and check for continuity by connecting one
probe to the frame and the other probe to the suspect wire.
If there is a short to ground the multimeter will show
whatever resistance is in the wire. If there is no short to
ground the multmeter will show "O.L" indicating the path is
open.

7. Repeat Steps 5 and 6 three times, for a total of seven
30-second cranking cycles
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5. Do Step 1 again.
6. Do Step 2 again.

8. Wait for 30 MINUTES.
9. Do Steps 5 through 8 as needed.
NOTE
These guidelines supersede those included in the reference
article.
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August 7, 1995

Description Of Service Code Information
7450, 7569
All Machines With Electronic Controls Or Electronic
Monitors Which Use Built In Diagnostics
Reference: Electrical System Schematic for the particular
machine. Service Manual module for the particular
electronic control system.
Description
Service codes contain three levels of information which
describe one problem. The levels of the service code are
MID, CID, FMI. These codes most often describe an
electrical fault or failure in the ELECTRICAL system.
These codes are not to be confused with an abnormal
condition in the ENGINE or machine SYSTEM such as
high engine coolant temperature.
The service codes that apply to a given machine are listed
on the back of the electrical system schematic which is in
the service manual for the machine being serviced.
MID -The MID (Module Identifier) tells which electronic
control system has detected the problem. The MID is shown
in the format of MlDnnnn. Where nnnn is a number
describing the electronic control system. Such as: electronic
engine control (36), electronic transmission control (81) or
computerized monitoring system (26). The MID number
can be any length from n to nnnn .
CID - The CID (Component Identifier) tells which component (or circuit) in the MID system has the problem. This
code can point to items like an engine speed sensor (190),
transmission oil temperature sensor (177) or 8 Volt sensor
power supply (263).
FMI - The FMI (Failure Mode Identifier) tells what is
believed to be wrong with the component that the CID is
describing. Such as: grounded, open or shorted. The FMI is
the code which is most often misunderstood. An expanded
generic description of each FMI code is given in the
paragraphs that follow.
FMI 00 - Data Valid But Above Normal Operating
Range. Every electronic control system sets a high limit for
the Expected" operating range of a signal. The limit
includes over ranges like high converter temperatures. A
sensor that is still working but sending a signal above the
expected limit will cause the FMI 00 code to be stored.

Reference Materials

FMI 01 - Data Valid But Below Normal Operating
Range. Every electronic control system sets a low limit for
the Unexpected" operating range of a signal. The limit
includes under ranges like low engine oil pressure. A sensor
that is still working but sending a signal below the expected
limit will cause the FMI 01 code to be stored.
Example - Most pulse-width modulated (PWM) sensors
are not expected to generate a valid signal less than 5
percent duty cycle. If a sensor generates a 3 percent duty
cycle, it is still working but is now less than the
expected signal limits.
FMI 02 - Data Erratic, Intermittent Or Incorrect. Signal
data from a component is present. Then the signal is either
gone, unstable or invalid as recognized by the electronic
control doing diagnostics. Data can be correct sometimes
and not at other times. This code also relates to
communication between electronic controls. Such as when
VIMS is looking for engine speed from the electronic
engine control over the CAT data link.
FMI 03 - Voltage Above Normal Or Shorted High. The
voltage identified is HIGHER than expected from the
component or system (like sensor power) that the CID
identifies. FMI 03 is most often related to a signal circuit.
The responsible elements of the system can be:
The sensor.
The harness.
A related electronic control.
The possible causes of FMI 03 can be:
A sensor that does not generate an alternating signal
(duty cycle) and the output stops "high" or at maximum
signal output.
A harness with the sensor signal wire shorted to the
sensor power supply or shorted to any voltage greater
than the sensor power supply voltage.
An open sensor signal wire between the sensor and the
electronic control. Electronic controls normally "pull"
the input circuit to a positive voltage level. For example,
5.0 DCV when the sensor is disconnected.
A faulty electronic control where the connector contact
of the sensor signal is internally shorted to a positive
source. Also, a faulty electronic control (very unlikely)
that believes a fault exists when the signal circuit is
actually working correctly.

Example - A certain pulse-width modulated (PWM)
sensor is not expected to generate a valid signal over 80
percent duty cycle. If a sensor generates an 81 percent
duty cycle, it is still working but is now above the
expected signal limits.
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FMI 04 - Voltage Below Normal Or Shorted Low.
Reference FMI 03 except voltage is LOWER than expected.
FMI 04 is most often related to a signal circuit. Very similar
to FMI 06 and sometimes used instead of FMI 06. The
responsible elements of the system can be:
The sensor.

FMI 08 - Abnormal Frequency, Pulse Width Or Period.
When the signal frequency, or width of a given signal pulse,
is not in the expected range. Note: Period is the time in
seconds for one cycle at a given frequency or repetition rate.
Period is defined as 1/ frequency in Hz.
FMI 09 - Abnormal Update. Relates to communication
between electronic controls on a data link. FMI 09 is stored
when a given electronic control is not able to get
information from another when the data is required or
expected.

The harness.
A related electronic control.
The possible causes of FMI 04 can be:
Sensor signal stops "low" or near ground.
Harness signal wire is shorted to ground.
Electronic control has internal short to ground on
connector contact of signal input.
FMI 05 - Current Below Normal Or Open Circuit. The
electronic control detects that the current in the monitored
circuit described by the CID is less than expected. FMI 05
is most often related to a control output circuit.
The most likely cause of an FMI 05 code are open
circuits or poor harness connections.
FMI 06 - Current Above Normal Or Grounded Circuit.
Same as FMI 05 except current is higher than expected.
FMI 06 is most often related to a control output circuit. For
example, when a circuit is shorted to ground. Very similar
to FMI 04 and sometimes used instead of FMI 04.
FMI 07 - Mechanical System Not Responding Properly.
When an electronic control sends an electrical command or
output to a mechanical system and the result is not as
expected.
Example - Slow shifting of ICM transmission (EPTCII)
caused by a sluggish solenoid valve.
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FMI 10 - Abnormal Rate Of Change. Relates to a signal
that changes at a rate faster/slower than expected. The rate
of change, not the maximum or minimum value, is outside
of the expected limits.
Example -When the signal from a transmission output
speed sensor (ground speed) on an OHT indicates the
truck is accelerating (or decelerating) faster than could
possibly occur during actual operation.
FMI 11 - Failure Mode Not Identifiable. Relates to a
signal where the electronic control identifies more than one
FMI as responsible for a single problem.
FMI 12 - Bad Device Or Component. Describes a
condition where an electronic control sends a signal to
another electronic module over a data link and expects a
response but gets no response or the response is incorrect.
Also applies to a condition where an electronic module is
expected to send data periodically and does not. Could also
relate to a faulty data link.
FMI 13 - Out Of Calibration. For a given mechanical
condition, the electrical signal is not within the limits the
electronic control expects.
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Reference Materials

August 26, 1996

How Much Voltage Will Be Seen From Pull Up Circuits?

Explanation of "Pull Up Voltage"

Whatever the control uses on inputs. The exact voltage can
be found in the the reference material.

0350
All Machines With Sensors And Switches Inputs on
Electronic Control Modules
Reference: Service Manual For System Under Test
The following is an explanation of "pull up voltage" found
in switch and sensor inputs of electronic controls.

Explain What Is meant by Analog and Digital Sensors.
Analog Sensors are sensors which provide a signal which
can vary smoothly over a range such as fuel level senders.
Digital sensors have only two output levels either high or
low.

What is "Pull Up Voltage"?
"Pull up voltage us a voltage supplied by the control module
through a resistor which pulls up the "signal" lead of the
device. See illustration. The signal lead is high except
during the time the sensor takes the signal to a low level.

ECM
+V
SWITCH
OR
SENSOR

PULL UP
RESISTOR

+V
SIG

SIGNAL

INPUT
CIRCUIT

GROUND
GND

Typical Pull Up Circuit
Where are Pull Up Circuits Used?
"Pull up circuits are typically used on most sensor and
switch inputs of electronic controls. Frequency sensor
inputs to the control module do not typically have a "pull up
voltage".
Under What Conditions Will I See "Pull Up Voltage"?
When the sensor is disconnected at the harness connector,
the signal lead should be pulled high by the "pull up
circuit". When a voltmeter is placed between the signal
lead and signal ground on the harness connector, (control
side), the voltmeter should read the pull up voltage. A
voltmeter reading zero volts would indicate a broken wire
or short to ground between the control and the sensor
harness connector, or the control is faulty.
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Reference Materials

May 5, 1997

Machine Electrical Systems Schematics with
New Format
1400

103-H38 RD-16

Reference: Electrical Schematic; SENR9412; "D11 R"

169-H5 PK-18

1

169-G1 PK-18

2

405-G7 GY-18

C980-H4 YL-16

3

C980-G12 YL-16

501-H7 GN-16

4

501-G5 GN-16

466-H12 WH-18

5

466-G8 WH-18

Example: Wire "C980-H4 YL-16" is Circuit "C980", wire
number "4" in harness "H', yellow wire and is 16 gauge.
2. Connectors
The previous method of designating connectors uses only
the harness identification letter. The new format includes
the harness identification letter, a serializing code, and the
connector part number.
Example: The connector in the new schematic sample is
identified as "G-C1 3E3379", where the "C" stands for
connector. This is connector number "1" in harness "G", and
the plug assembly connector part number is "3E-3379".

H

G

Illustration 2. Sample of new format schematic
symbols: (1) Wire label. (2) Connector label (3)
Component label (4) New splice symbol.
3. Components
The previous method of component labeling on the
schematic shows a component descriptive name and
component part number. On some new schematics,
components may be identified using a harness identification
letter, a serializing code, and the component number.
Example: A component in the new schematic sample is
identified as "H-P12 1138490", Where "P" stands for part.
This is part is "12" in harness "H", the component part
number is "113-8490".
4. Splices
The old splice symbol uses a simple filled-in dot. This does
not provide information about which side of the splice each
wire exits from. The revised symbol for the splice uses two
connection points to indicate which side a given wire exits.
Example: The new schematic sample shows that in harness
"G", wire "405-G9 GY-16" is spliced into two wires, "405G7 GY-18" and "405-G14 GY-18".

405-GY-16

2
3

4

169-PK

1

169-PK

405-GY

2

405-GY

C980-YL-16

3

C980-YL-16

501-GN-16

4

501-GN-16

466-WH

5

466-WH

6

405-GY
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
ALL WIRES ARE 18GA

Illustration 1. Sample of old format schematic
symbols: (1) Wire label. (2) Connector label. (3)
Component label. (4) Old splice symbol.
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4

405-G14 GY-18

The previous method of wire labeling provided the circuit
identification number, the wire color and may have included
the wire gauge if it differed from the standard gauge used
on the schematic, The new wire number format includes the
circuit identification number, harness identification code,
wire color and wire gauge.

1

2

6

1. Wire labels

10 A

G-C1
3E3379

405-H13 GY-18

Some Caterpillar machines use a new format for the
electrical system schematics. The new format provides
additional information on wire, connector, component
identification and a new symbol for splices.

103-RD-16

405-G9 GY-16

10 A

H-C7
3E3382

1

All Machine Schematics Drawn with New PRO/E
Format

3

H-P12
1138490
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